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INTHOIWCTIO:';
The use of hydrostatic pressure, combined v.'lth lovf tem
peratures, is a valuable technique In the study of crystal
properties.

Pressure changes the lattice parameter while

leaving the vibrational amplitudes of the ions essentially
unch^n^ed.

This may be contrasted to the effects of chanjln^

the temperature of the sample, which alters both the lattice
parameter and the vibrational anplitude;: of the ions.

At lov;

temperatures only the lov.'est vibrational states of the crystal
are excited.

This results ezperlaenûally in a better resolved

and simpler optical spectrum.
In this work the effects of hydrostatic pressure applied
to sin.,.;lc crystals and thin evaporated films of A:r3r,

^^CI,

Aj

TlBr, and TlCl were studied optically at low temperatures.

As

is well knoim, insulators have an energy gap, Eg, of a few
electron volts (eV) between their valence and conduction
bands.

Electronic transitions from the valence to the conduc

tion band are stimulated by incident photons of energies near
Eg and greater.

For the above four materials, this occurs in

the visible to near-ultraviolet wavelength region.

The shape

of this absorption edge and its position with respect to Er
are properties of the band structure of the crystal.

The

pressure shift of this absorption edge can yield information
about the relative changes in the valence and conduction band
structures.

Similar pressure shifts for the absorption edges

of crystals whose crystal structures are quite similar, which
will be shown to be the case for A.'/Sr and AgCl, indicate elec
tronic transitions from valence bands of the same symmetry to
conduction bands of the same symmetry.
At incident photon energies generally below those at the
beginning of the absorption edge lia absorption peaks caused
by the formation of excitons.

Excitons may be defined as

quanta of non-conducting electronic excitation energy asso
ciated with the entire crystal, whoae motion through the •
periodic crystal lattice may be characterized by a wave vec
tor.

They may alternately be thought of as a loosely bound

electron-hole pair with effective masses
tively, separated by a dielectric medium.
very useful Wannier exciton model (1).

£,nd

respec

This describes the

Discrete exciton

ener,.';y levoln exint immediately below the conduction b^nu.
These discrete levels may produce a series of exciton absorp
tion peaks near or superimposed upon the absorption edge.
Thin evaporated films of Ag3r, AgCl, TlBr, and TlCl were
studied since the exciton absorption peaks occur at much
higher levels of absorption than could be measured using
thick single crystals.

In these films the absorption in the

wavelength region of the exciton peaks was sufficiently low
so that the desired optical measurements could be made.
There exist several possibilities for the shape and posi
tion of the absorption edge, each of which implies a differen
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exciton absorption spectrum.

The momentum which the incoming

photons supply to the crystal is negligible compared to the
momentum of a typical electron in a crystal.

For the case in

which the valence band maximum appears directly below zhe con
duction band minimum, the transition is called a direct trans
ition.

An electron is raised from the valence band to the

conduction band with no change in momentum (or wave vector k).
See Figure la.
The onset of absorption is depicted by transition 1
between the two cxtronn.

Thlr oocurn at the

enor>';y, li,.-.

As the transitions occur farther away from the maximum of the
valence band, as transitions 2 and 3 in Figure la, increasing
ly greater numbers of electronic states are involved, result
ing in the increase of the absorption coefficient,#, as shown
in Figure lb.

The shape of the absorption edge varies as

("hcv -2g)2 (2) where iiCJ is the incident photon energy.
The discrete states arising from the creation of excitons
have binding energies, B, of a few hundredths of an eV as
measured from the conduction band.

Since incoming photons

provide essentially no momentum for the electron-hole pairs
they create, the transitions are all essentially vertical.
Excitons can have net momenta and kinetic energy of motion
through the lattice, described by exciton energy bands, shaped
similarly to the conduction band, which appear in Figure Ic.
Only the states of zero momentum can be reached by absorbing a
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Fleure 1. Schematic representation of the direct absorption
edge
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photon, however.

Transitions fron the valence band maxiEui to

these levels (A, C, and D in Figure Ic) result in the nodified
spectrum of the edge as displayed in Figure Id.

Using the

Wannier model, the oscillator strengths of the peaks corres
ponding to transitions A, C, and D vary as n~5 where n = 1
represents the lowest discrete energy level, and the oscil
lator strength of a band may be defined as the integrated area
under the absorption band.

For this reason often only the

absorption peak corresponding to the n = 1 transition is seen
experinontally.
The enhancement of the absorption beginning at i2,. is due
to the creation of electron-hole pairs v/hich remain nearby,
since the incident photons here cannot supply energy enough
to separate the electron and hole rapidly.

This condition

increases the value of the matrix elements which determine
the intensity of absorption.

As the energy in excess of that

needed to create the free electron and hole increases, that
is, the incident photons become more energetic, this enhance
ment decreases.
The indirect edge is treated schematically in Figure 2.
Here the conduction band minimum and the valence band maifimum
lie at different values of k. Transition 1 (Figure 2a) occurs
with the absorption or emission of a phonon to conserve momen
tum.

The possibility of transitions which absorb or emit

phonons adds to the complexity of the indirect absorption
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edge.

The beginning of the absorption edge is at (Eg-kQ),

where kG represents a phonon energy of typically a fev: hun
dredths of an eV.

Transitions such as 2 and

3 also occur,

utilizing phonons of different aoatnta than'transition 1.
The increase in the number of states farther from the valence
band maximum again produces the rise in absorption vrith
increasing incident photon energies.

Notice that the func

tional dependence of the edge here is (nw -Eg + kO)^ (2) com
pared with (hW"2j)- for the direct edge.

This suggests that

the indirect edge should rise more sharply than the direct
edge.

The fact that the opposite condition is generally seen

points out the importance of the coefficients of these terms,
which are not included here.
Introduction of electron-hole interactions again compli
cates the absorption spectrum.

Transitions A and D (Figure

2c) differ not only in the energy change vhlch they effect,
but also in the momentum of the phonon needed for the transi
tion.

Prom this it can be seen that a broad range of energies

is available for transitions to each exclton energy level.
Thus the added absorption component, beginning now at (E^-kO
-B), is devoid of sharp peaks (Figure 2d).

Another cause of

this structureless absorption is that two transitions may
occur from the same location on the valence band, yet proceed
to different k values on the exciton energy bands.

This could

create two excitons of similar energies, but very different

momenta, just aa transitions A and C croate two excitons- of
comparable momenta

but quite different energies.

For either the direct or Indirect transitions both
allowed and forbidden transitions can occur.

Allowed and

forbidden are used here in a sense siiailar to allowed and
forbidden transitions in the hydrogen atom problem, governed
by angular momentum selection rules.
It should be noted that although the oscillator strengths
for excitons are only about 0.1 as compared to 0.8 or better
for many defects in a crystal lattice, the exciton absorption
peaks can be quite prominent.

This is possible because every

atom in a crystal is capable of yielding an exciton,.compared
to perhaps one in ten thousand or more for defects or impuri
ties.
Table 1 (2) contains a suimnary of the expected functional
dependence of the absorption edge and the exciton spectra for
all the above-mentioned cases.
Although exciton absorption peaks generally occur at
energies below Eg, germanium offers an example of a system in
which this absorption occurs at energies greater than 2^ (2).
The lower energy absorption edge in germanium is an indirect
edge at about 0.6 eV.

A second edge appears at about 0.8 eV.

Associated with this edge is a direct exciton, which, as a
result, appears about 0.2 eV above the onset of absorption.
A further complication in the spectra studied in this
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Table 1. Summary of the functional dependence of the absorp
tion edge and excitons for direct and indirect
transitions
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work arises from the large number of electrons available from
both the anions and cations of the four crystals studied.
Band structures resulting from so many electrons cannot be
expected to be either simple or isotropic in k space. Appli
cation of pressure will likely cause a non-uniform distortion
of these band structures.

Paul (3) has found that different

band edges likely have different deformation potentials, which
makes pressure experiments valuable in sorting out complicated
band structures^

The deformation potential may be defined as

when hydrostatic pressures are used.

He also suggested that

changes in position and shape of the optical absorption edge
can be clues to the presence of different scattering mechan
isms, particularly impurity scattering, and of multiple
extrema having different pressure coefficients.
The present work was undertaken as an attempt to under
stand better the band structure of the silver and thallium
salts studied.

The silver salts have been extensively studied,

and calculated band structures which exhibit the known charac
teristics of the absorption edges and excitons in these salts
are available and in general agreement (4,5).

Because of the

complexity of the silver salt band structures, to be discussed
later, the added information obtained here is valuable in
sorting out some areas of important, albeit subtle, disagree-
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ment in the calculations.

Although no similar calculations

have been attempted for the thallium salts, several other
recent experiments have provided insights into their band
sti'uotures.

APPARATUS
The pressure generating system (see Figure 5 for a
block diasram) was designed to attain pressures up to 10,000
atmospheres using helium gas as the pressure transmitting
fluid.

The system was charged with helium gas from an auxil

iary pressure system which boosted the pressure to about 350
atmospheres from 150 atmospheres out of the tank.

This system

was then valved off and the pressure regulated as desired with
the main system.

Because of the reduced dimensions of tne

pressure cell used in this experiment, a pressure of 3500
atmospheres was judged to be the maximum safe pressure.

This

limit did not impose severe restrictions on the accuracy of
the pressure shifts measured, since most were large even over
the limited range available.

Thus the intensifier (I Figure

3) and related parts were not used.
The pressure system employed a Southern California Engi
neering Corporation air driven oil pump capable of producing
oil pressures to 4^00 atmospheres. This pump was used to
drive the piston of the oil-helium separator (S Figure 3).
The separator vras machined from Allogheny-Ludlum Almar 300
tccl lind provided v;it;h a proui^ci.lvc iron xhciLli
pressed over its length.

The pressure sealing rings were of

standard design, composed of neoprene and lead washers sand
wiched between discs of maraging steel and forced against a
polished seat by the retaining nuts.

The location of the

Figure 3.

Block diagram of pressure system used in the experiment
F ~ Air filter and oiler
P " 0"70f000 psi hydraulic puiup
R - Oil reservoir and filter
3x~ Oil bleed valve
Gi" 0-75,000 psi Bourdon gauge (oil)
S " Oil-helium separator
I •» i]arv:ood A2.5J intensifier
V - 200,000 psi needle valve
T '• Oil trap
K " Kanganin gauge
Bg- Helium bleed valve
G2" 0-7000 psi Bourdon gauge (heliu.ri)
indicates l/'J" O.D. >: OcOoO" I.D. stainless steel tubing
indicates 1/16" O.D. x 0 « 020" I.D, stainless steel tubing
indicates 1/0'' O.D, x 0.020" I,D. stainless steel tubing
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piston in the separator was monitored using a linear variable
differential transformer mounted over a length of 3/8" diam
eter pressure tubing.

Inside the tubing rode a soft iron slu^

attached by a long non-magnetic rod to the piston,

A balanc

ing circuit driven by a servo motor connected to the trans
former by a cord kept the transformer centered about the core.
The position of the piston could then be determined by the
position of a pointer on the servo motor shaft.
Pressure tubing used v:as 1/8" diameter 60,000 psi test
and 3/16" diameter, both ifith a 0.020" hole.

Tubing contain

ing the helium gas was 100,000 psi test stainless steel.

The

oil lines were 1/4" diameter 60,000 psi test stainless steel.
All valves used were 60.000 psi test.

As a safety precaution

the system was enclosed in a I/o" steel-plated cart.
The design of the pressure cell (see ?i,gure 4) was a
result of several preliminary test models (6) and proved very
satisfactory.

Made also of maraglng steel, it measured 2 5/5"

in diameter by 2" high.

The sealing surface of the cell body

was carefully polished before and after hardening the steel.
The "mushroom" plugs (R) are of the unsupported area design
(7) and also made of maraging steel.

The surfaces onto which

the sapphire windows were attached were machined flat, then
polished in a vibrating bed polisher with alumina until they
appeared smooth when viewed under a microscope.

The sapphire

windows, oriented with the c-axis perpendicular to the flat

Figure H-.

Pressure cell
C - Cell body
N - Retaining nut
R
Pressure seal
W - Sapphire window

S
B
I
A

"
-

Sample holder
Brass extrueion ring
Indium gasket
Steel retaining ring
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face and flat to vrlthin

0.0001", were varnished onto the

mushroon plugs with General Electric 7031 low temperature
varnish.

The brass extrusion rings (3) were of triangular

cross section and served to prevent the indiuia sealing ring
(I) froa extruding and jamming the plus i:n the cell.

The

hex-head maraging steel nuts (N) were tightened securely
against the retaining ring (A).

The optical path was a cone

of 10° included angle, with minimum openings of 3/l6" at the
sapphire window seats.
The cryostat used was a double reservoir, single vacuum
jacket container (Figure 5)»

The pressure cell was bolted to

the bottom of the heliun reservoir by ineans of a copper disc
which was first bolted to the cell, ôhen this assembly bolted
to the cryostat. Pressure was introduced into the cell
through a section of the 1/6" tubing described above, running
through the center of the cryostat.

The tubing xcas sealed at

the top with a compression type 0-ring vacuum seal,

A spacer

was provided to center the tubing in the shaft as well as to
lengthen the distance between the portion of the tubing at
liquid nitrogen temporature and that nt room temperature.

The

inner radiation shield was kept at the temperature of the
liquid in the inner reservoir.
liquid nitrogen tenperature.

The outer shield was held at

The quartz windows were waxed

into place, since more elaborate seals were too bulky to allow
the cryostat to fit into the sample chamber of the Gary 14%
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spectrophotometer.

The cryostat was ir.achlned fro% stainless

steel, except for the outer wall which was aluminum.

The cell

•and the inner reservoir were held in place by the soft solder
joints at the inner reservoir vent and fill tubes.

These

joints were sufficiently sturdy uo support the several pounds
of the cell, reservoir, and shield, and regained leak tight.
The capacity of the inner reservoir was about 2 liters.

The

cryostat was supported on the spectrophotometer by a rigid
stand mounted on the table supporting the spectrophotometer,
since the assembly was too heavy to rest directly on the
cantilevered sample chamber.
The cryostat used in making the temperature dependence
measurements was a Cryonetics single vacuum jacketed cryostat
with an exchange gas chamber surrounding the sample chamber.
Small amounts of helium exchange gas could be added or removed
by a system of valves mounted on the cryostat.

Temperatures

were measured with a Au-0,02;^ Pe versus Cu thermocouple (8)
calibrated carefully to SO°K, with the calibrations extrapo
lated to 273°K.

A heater was provided on the sample holder

to allow regulation of the sample temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL
Samples and Sample Preparation
Samples of the single crystals were obtained from various
sources.

The T13r and TlCl samples wore from the liarshaw

Chemical Company.

Earlier samples of T13r and TlCl from Vinor

Laboratories not only were colored when received, but %ave
peculiar results when measured.

They were therefore not used.

A Vinor AgBr sample was purchased, but it too failed to re
spond in a believable manner.

The A^Cl sanple and a very pure

zone refined AgBr sample were obtained from Dr. R. 3. Van
Heyningen at the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratory.

These

yielded spectra which were in excellent agreement with already
available results.

The crystals were nominally 2 nm thick by

9 mm in diameter when ready for use.

Polishing was done on a

wax lap using 1 micron and 0.3 micron alumina in water, fol
lowed by a few light passes over a facial tissue.

The AgCl

sample was annealed at 250^0 for several hours in a chlorine
atmosphere to remove colloidal silver deposits present.

The

crystals were exposed only to light from Kodak Wratten lA
filters while polishing and loading into the cryostats.
The thin film samples were made from reagent grade chem
icals evaporated onto quartz substrates.

These substrates

were carefully cleaned prior to the evaporations by first
scrubbing with an alcoholic KCH solution, then rinsing with
solvents and distilled water until the water covered the
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quartz in an even layer. The substrates were then dried with
a strean of hot air and loaded immediately into the evapora
tor.

A 25

strate.

quartz plate was placed next to the sample sub

The square quartz rested on a stainless steel support

which masked a strip about 2 mm ifide across the center.

After

the evaporation this mask was removed and the whole square
overcoated with a layer of silver by evaporation.

These were

used to make thickness measurements of the samples.
The evaporator was composad of a ?" diameter pyrex bell
jar usin.3 a teflon seal, dumping was done by two 4 liter per
second Varian vacion pumps after the system was roughed ou%.
Typical evaporation pressures were 10"^ Torr, with a sample to
substrate path length of about 10 cm, considerably smaller
than the mean free path of the evaporating molecules.

Evapor

ations were made as rapidly as was consistent with the abovementioned pressure limit.

To prevent spattering of the silver

salts while evaporating, a closed tantalum cylinder with two
small holes pointed in the general direction of the sample was
used.

Evaporations of the thallium salts went smoothly and

rapidly directly from the tantalum boat.

Due to the low

evaporation temperatures of all these salts, outgassing of
the sample before evaporation was not fcanl.ule.
Thlc'cnoiî;.-; muaixirenicnL: vccro initially i:;ado on a cpcctrometer modified and calibrated by Kr. R.

Horgan.

Inter

ference effects which arose from bringing the silver overcoated
sample substrate in contact with a half silvered reference

mirror provided the means of measuring the thickness (9» P.
105).

Later a Varian multiple beam interferoiaeter was
o
obtained, whose accuracy was reported to be ^ 30 A. Checks
between the modified spectrometer and the Varian interfer

ometer indicated that the spectrometer was well calibrated,
although somewhat less accurate than the interferometer.
Special care was again taken to prevent white li^ht from
striking the films.

The silver halide films clouded immedi

ately on exposure to white light.

The evaporator was shrouded

before and after the evaporation, and the evaporation was
performed in a dark-room.

The films were handled under light

from Kodak Wratten lA filters.

The films were generally

placed in the cryostat immediately after they were produced.
Procedure
The crystals were studied as follows. The pressure seal
ing windows were varnished onto the mushroom plu^s.

After at

least several hours of drying time, the excess varnish was
removed from the optical path of the plug assembly.

The

sample was then placed in the pressure cell, this mounted in
the cryostat, and the cryostat evacuated.

The initial pres

sure had to be about 1000 atmospheres to prevent helium leak
age through the varnish seals when they were cooled.

The

cryostat was then cooled by placing liquid nitrogen in both
reservoirs.

After about three hours, the pressure was

incTo.a;::od to tho

(iu::1r»xl

usually aVjoat 3000
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atmospheres.

The liquid nitrogen was blovm out of •che inner

reservoir and the helium transfer begun.

Unfortunately there

was no way to introduce a thermocouple into the saraple chamber
of the pressure cell.

A thermocouple attached to the copper

mounting disc or to the exterior of the cell was of little
value, since these areas are the first to cool.

The transfer

was made slowly, usually over a period of 40 minutes.

This

Was done to allow the cool helium sas to cool the sample most
effectively as well as to insure an ample aaount of helium in
the reservoir when the transfer w&s over, since the cell took
a considerable length of time to cool to an equilibrium tem
perature.

During the runs the vacuum pumping system, con

sisting of a fore pump and an oil diffusion pump, was left
connected in case a minor pressure leak might occur.
Helium solid!ficn at

at

elevated

.

It was assumed that solidification would bc^in first at the
region where the mounting plate and the pressure tubing outlet
were located.

If this were the case, which is most likely,

the pressure in the trapped volume of the sample chamber would
drop in accordance with the pressure vs. temperature diagram
of solid helium (10).

For pressures near 3000 atmospheres a

pressure drop of 8/i upon solidification was estimated from
this curve.

The slight decrease in pressure upon cooling to

nitrogen temperature was automatically accounted for by read
ing the pressure as the helium transfer began.

Judging from
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the fact that the optical densities before and after transfer
were essentially the same, and the fact that the sample nearly
fills the optical path through the sample chamber, no ill
optical effects due to the change of state of the helium were
to be expected.
The cryostat was left in place after the spectrum was
measured.

After warming to near room temperature overnight,

the sample chamber was brought to room pressure.

The varnish

would fail at this low pressure and the remaining helium would
enter the vacuum jacket and be removed by the pump.

This

procedure,, in effect, extended the available pressure range
by 1000 atmospheres and also insured that no difficulties
would appear with the pressure seals after they had been once
cycled to liquid helium temperature.

The pressure tubing was

sealed off at the top of the cryostat to limit the volume of
gas to be pumped out before recooling.

After the vacuum had

recovered, the same cooling procedure as above was used to run
another spectrum at zero atmospheres and 10°K.
Because the absorption edges are temperature dependent
and no thermocouple could be installed to assess the actual
temperature of the sample, the best procedure to attain a
reproducible temperature was to allow the pressure cell to
come to some equilibrium temperature.

Careful account was

kept of the time elapsed from the beginning of the helium
transfer, and this was used as another method of obtaining
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reproducible temperatures, especially when the helium boiled
away before an equilibrium temperature was thought to be
reached.

This problem arose only for the A3CI runs, where

the spectra were taken one hour after the transfer began.
For the other three salts the tizes of the measurement were
three hours after the transfer began.

It was felt that equi

librium had been reached at those times.

Since the helium

usually remained for up to seven hours after transferrin.^, it
was felt that not only had an equilibrium temperature been
reached, but that this temperature was quite near liquid
helium temperature.
By comparison of the position of the TlCl crystal absorp
tion edge obtained at zero atmospheres to the position of
those absorption edges made for the determination of the tem
perature dependence of the same TlCl single crystal, the
sample temperature in the pressure cell after three hours of
cooling with liquid helium could be determined to be 10°X, to
the nearest degree»
The procedure for measuring the pressure shifts of the
peaks of the excitons in thin films was somewhat different,
since these spectra were made only at liquid nitrogen tempera
ture,

Again the cryostat was cooled for at least three hours

prior to the experiment, allowing the cell to come to an equi
librium temperature.

The minimum pressure used was again

about 1000 atmospheres.

Spectra were taken in increments of
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about 300 atmospheres to the naxinun pressure desired, vrhich
was usually about

atmospheres.

As a check to determine

the extent of any irreversible strains, or a shift in temper
ature while the experiment %ras proorcsslnç,' spectra were taken
at descending pressures to 1000 atmospheres as well.

In all

cases there appeared to be little or no hysteresis in the
curves obtained.
This fact, as well as the fact that the exciton peaks
sharpened at lower temperatures, -;;as especially encouraging
since there was some concern about strains introduced both
through differential therinal contraction and pressure induced
strains.

A further check was aade to determine the influence

of the differential contraction of the sample and substrate.
The table below displays the results of evaporating TlCl onto
various substrates.
Table 2.

Comparison of pressure shifts of the exciton peaks
in TlCl filiûs evaporated onto various substrates

Substrate

Coefficient of linear
expp.n.'iion (Û') x

TlCl
ifeCl
Fused quartz
SanDhire window

40%
O.5G
52

Pressure shift of
exciton peak x 10-u
r /n
-13.8
-14.1
-7.8

^•Rooin temperature values.
takun at liquid niti-o/jon tonporabure.
^Reference 11.
^-Reference 12.

Variations in film thickness from ^00 A to ilOOO A
affected the pressure shift by only about 10/a for any given
exciton peak studied.

Thus the differences shovm in the

shifts are thought to be due mainly to the various decrees
of adhesion of the sample to the substr&tc.
Althou.^h the fused quartz has a thermal expansion coeffi
cient over two orders of magnitude different from that of
TlCl, the measured pressure shift is only about lOJil different
from the value obtained with a NaGl substrate, which has a
thermal expansion coefficient similar to that of TlCl.

The

TlCl film apparently adhered rather well to the sapphire,
which lowered the pressure shift by a factor of two.

All

values of the exciton pressure shifts later reported will be
from films on quartz substrates.
Previous work here by Mr, H. Sealock indicated "that AgCl
films evaporated onto NaCl and Li? substrates exhibited
exciton bands which broadened greatly upon cooling to liquid
nitrogen temperature.

This broadening was attributed to

strains caused by differential contraction between the sample
and substrate.

The exciton bands in the films studied in this

experiment all sharpened upon cooling, further evidence that
the films adhered rather poorly to the substrates.
Since cooling 300 Kelvin degrees ca.uses about the same
amount of strain from differential contraction as applying
3500 atmospheres of pressure causes strain from differential

compressibility, a broadening of tha exciton peaks with
increased,pressure would be expected if the film adhered well
to the substrate.

Zallen (I5) found this to be true for pure

silver films evaporated onto ouartz and sapphire compared to
an unsupported silver file, as evidenced by greatly varying
pressure shifts of the peaks in transmission of the films.
Some broadening of the exciton peaks generally did occur in
the present experiment.

Since the e:-:citon peaks are super

imposed on the absorption edjos, however s the fractional
change in height of the peaks could not accurately be deter
mined, although it was clearly sznall.

The extent of the dis

tortion introduced by differential compressibility of the
sample and substrate was felt to_oe. minor not only because
the broadening was slight, but also because the films did not
adhere to the substrate as well as pure silver adheres to
quartz.
The spectra were measured on a Gary 14^ spoctrophotoMOter.
For all wavelengths greater than 3000 A a 65O watt accessory
quartz-iodine lamp was used, 3alow 3OOO 2 the standard Gary
hydrogen lamp v;as used.

The spectra of both the exciton peak

shifts and crystal edge shifts were taken at the fastest chart
speed (5 in./min.) and slowest wavelength drive (§A/sec) to
provide maximum accuracy in reading the data.

The spectro

photometer was equipped with a 0 to 2 optical density (o.d.)
slidewire, where

\

r
-^o
0.Û, =•• in -J- ,
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Iq being the reference bean intensity and I the sample beam
intensity.
,

0

Typical resolution for the thinner films v:as 4 A, and for
o
the thicker films about 10 A. In all cases for the absorption
edge pressure and temperature shifts the resolution was better
than 4 A.

A calibration of the spectrophotometer in the

o
region of concern indicated that it was off only from ->1 A
to '^4 A.
Due to the largo nusber of rsflectins surfaces (the
cryostat windows, pressure cell windows, and sample) and the
high refractive indices of the sapphire and the samples, as
well as the greatly decreased beam dimensions in passing
through the pressure cell, background optical densities of
around one were common.

To compensate for this neutral den

sity screens were placed in the

beam.

The slit height was

lowered to its minimum value (8 mm), and the slidewire balance
control adjusted to yield a value near zero so that the full
range of 0 to 2 o.d. units could be utilized.

The background

optical densities for the temperature measurements were some
what lower, around 0.5 o.d. units, since the beam was not as
constricted as when it passed through the pressure cell.

The

assembled cryostat, less sample, was placed in the usual con
figuration on the spectrometer and a baseline run.

This base

line proved to be constant enough to neglect its effect on the
spectra measured.
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The temperature dependence of the absorption edge in TlCl
and T'lBr vras measured from near liquid helium temperature to
near dry ice temperature.

The samples ^ere precooled to

liquid nitrogen temperature,
for later comparison.

A spectrum -fas run at this point

The helium transfer was then made and

sufficient exchange gas introduced into the sample chamber to
bring the pressure to about 50 microns of H3.

This approxi

mate pressure was maintained throughout the experiment by
removing or adding small amounts of gas as needed.

This sub

stantial amount of exchange gas provided rapid and even cool
ing in the sample _chamber, insuring that the temperature read
by the thermocouple, which i«-.s attached to the aluminum
sampleholder near the sample, was representative of the
sample temperature.
A few minutes were usually allowed at each temperature
for an equilibrium to be established.

The heater was used to

brins the sampleholder and sample to successively higher tem
peratures.

When moderate heat had to be introduced this way,

more exchange gas was removed and the heat input reduced to
obtain better temperature uniformity.

After the nitrogen had

boiled away in the inner reservoir this method could be used
to raise the sample temperature to over 200*^K with consider
ably less than 1 watt input»

Again the spectrophotometer was

run to obtain the 'maximum readout accuracy.
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RESULTS
Fressure Dependence of Single Crystal Absorption Edges
Figure 6 displays the results obtained when the absorp
tion edge of a AgBr crystal was maasurad at 10°K. The crosses
represent data taken at 2100 atmospheres, while the circles
represent data taken at zero atmospheres.

The points at the

extreme lower left of Figure 6 were obtained fron the data by
finding the point where the slope of the edge leveled off.
This Was easily found directly froa the strip chart recording.
For ordinates greater than 1.^, the points lie on a straight
line which connects them to the respective zero ordinate
points when extrapolated.

The portions of the spectra above

these extrapolated lines are redrawn along the baseline of the
graph.

Notice that the area above the extrapolated straight

line seens to be greater at the higher pressure.

The hori

zontal distance between the two straight lines gives the
pressure shift of the onset of the crystal's absorption edge,
-1,9x10"^ eV/atm.

The negative sign indicates a shift to

lower energy with increasing pressure.
The baseline zero was taken at the point where the o.d.
due l;o thr- ah.-iorption re],\'r- rinnr.'M'rd to né;:rly I'^vd r/fr.
i.lKi ;^pccl;.ri;!:i coiil.U L'icii. uo ;;lope (in 'i. tc /•^î.v./i.ually
toward longer wavelengths, this method of fixing the zero of
the baseline introduced little or no error in the results.
This conclusion was reached after the pressure shifts foand
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by plotuin;.'," the data In t;ho above rnnnnor v/orr; compared v,o
those plotted using the mlnirnura value of the o.d., reachod
near 0.6 microns as a baseline, as '/rell as those yhoso base
lines v:ere shifted an arbitrary acioun'c as a test of the
correctness of the procedure.
The data in Figure ? display the shape of "che A^Cl
absorption edge at I83O atmospheres (crosses) and zero a"i:ao3pheres (circles).

The pressure shift of onset of the ed\';o

was found to be

eV/atZii.

This value was usud since

the curves tend to Berge at higher absorption» indicating
that some competing absorption processes iray be occurring.
The points at the zero ordinate were again easily obtained.
Notice that here rather than an enhancement of the edge
over a straight line extrapolated fron higher o.d., there
is a marked dropoff near the beginning of the absorption
edge.
The data in Figures

0

and ? trero scaled to compare %ith

those of Bro:>m (14^1$) who has studied extensively the optica
absorption of these salts.

Brown plotted curves obtained fro

the spectra of several crystals of vridely varied thicknesses,
so that the present data correspond to only the lower values
of (^hV )^' which he plots.

The spectrum for the AgBr absorp

tion edge from Brovm (14, Figure 8, p. 2372) and the spectrum
from the present work (Figure 6, 0 atmospheres) vrere compared
graphically.

The values obtained for the onset of the

a
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absorption edge vrere 2.690 eV and 2.633 eV respectively.
This difference of 0.0C2 eV was the caximua discrepancy
between the two spectra at any point.
When the curve in Figure 7 (0 atmospheres) was compared
to those of Brown (14, Figure 9. p. 2373) for the AgCl absorp
tion edge, they were found to possess the same general shape
and slope.

Although the curve from this work lay generally

0.004 oV to lower energies than Brown's curve at 4u2°K, part
of this siiall discrepancy is attributable to the higher tu:.:perature of the sample in this experiment (10°K).

Llco 2rown

detected at optical densities less than 0.01 a nearly hori
zontal foot extending about 0.005 eV to lower energy on the
absorption edge.

This was not seen in this work because of

the very small absorption level as well as the soaewhat poorer
resolution than 3ro%m had.
The two spectra for TlBr (Figure 8) appear more like
those for Ag3r than those for AgCl.

The crosses represent

data taken at I89O atmospheres ; the circles represent data
taken at zero atmospheres.

The value of the pressure shift of

the onset of the absorption edge was found to be -18x10"*°
eV/ata.

Again this value was taken at the onset of the steep

absorption conponent.
higher o.d.

The curves again tend to vierge at

Notice that the enhancement found here is of

the general shape of that found for Ag3r, but srcaller.

Also

it is not clear that one curve is i:ore greatly enhanced than
the other.
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Figure 9 gives the absorption edges for a single crystal
of TlCl at 1970 atmospheres and zero atmospheres.

The value

of the pressure shift of the absorption edge as measured at
the onset of absorption is -16x10"^ eV/atm,
tend to merge at higher o.d.

Again the curves

The shoulders near the beginning

of the edges do not appear to be similar to those in TlBr and
AgBr.

A straight line extrapolation from high o.d. falls far

to the high energy side of the horizontal intercept of the
curves, rather than nearly through the data points at the
horizontal intercepts.
In Figure 10 a comparison of the edges of the four single
crystal samples is made.

The plots are the zero atmosphere

runs of the four preceding figures whose horizontal intercepts
have been shifted such that all the absorption edges begin at
the incident photon energy

.

EQ

The ordinate could have been

expressed equivalently in terms of the absorption coefficient,
since the crystals all were of comparable thicknesses.
that case the equivalent values of

In

would range from zero to

about 10 cm-1.
The ordinate plotted for the above figures, (o,d, x
hV )®, is equivalent to (ahy)® since the reflectivities
of the samples used here are small.

Plots of the incident

photon energy vs. (o.d. x hV)^ (o.d. x hV")^/3, (o.d. x
hV), and (o.d.) were made to determine the best functional
dependence for the experimental points.

These plots have been
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susiSested by other theories (lo, p. 202). Another poscibiiity
for the functional dependence of the ordinate was suggested by
Urbach (1?).

According to Urbach's rule, the optical absorp

tion increases exponentially 7:ith energy near the absorption
edge.

The data conprisins Figures 6 through 10 were plotted

in this manner and fit a straight line well.

In addition, the

values of the pressure shifts obtained from the Urbach ruleplots agree quite closely with those plotted using (o.d. 3:
X.

h"r)~ as the ordinate.

Only the Urbach rule plot and the

(o.t'i. >: h^r )'• plot, dlrl noi". dcvlatr

f

from a

straight line.
?rc^::3ure Dependence of Exclton Pea A:.; in Thin

porabcd Kilnu"

The pressure shifts of the tvro observed oxciton peaks in
Ag3r are shcizn in Figure 11.

The peak labeled A lies at about

2600 -? and appears as an unresolved huzp in the absorption
spectra of very thin films.

Peak 3

is

found at about

2900 a .

The spectra were measured at liquid nitrogen temperature.

The

peak position was arrived at by graphically determining the
IVJLV. of the peak for at least two, and usually three,
traces of the region including the peak for each pressure
attained.

A least squares fi"c was not used since the number

of experimental points was sirall and fell nearly on a straight
line.

A visual best fit Method provided anple accuracy.

In

this and the following thin filzs; the films of each of the
o
four types studied whose thickness was most near 1000 i-. were
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used as examples of the results.
The slope in Figure 12 gives the pressure shift of the;
exciton peak in a typical A%C1 film studied.

Figure 13 dis

plays a typical run from a TlBr thin file» while the pressure
shifû of the ezciton pea:-: in a TlCl chin fila is sho;/n in
Figure 14.

Notice the large negative slopes in Pi.^^ures 13

and 14 compared with the sr^ller, positive slopes in Figures
11 and 12.
Temperature Dependence o f the lixclton Peak Position
in Thin Films of TlBr and ?1C1
Figure 15 displays the temperature dependence of the
exciton peak in a I36O A filra of T13r,

The ordinate repre

sents the energy of the exciton peak, obtained in the sar.e
rianner as described for the exciton peak pressure shifts.
Notice that the slope changes sign at about 55°i'-.

Figure I6

sho^s a typical temperature dependence curve for the exciton
peak in a thin film of TlCl,

Here the change of slops occurs

at about 160°K. It is apparent in both of the above fiisures
that neither curve can be fitted to a straight line at tem
peratures below 300°K; however it seens reasonable to place
an upper lisiit for the value of the slope of both curves near
rooa temperature as 1x10"^ eV/^K.
The temperature dependence of a point near the onset of
the absorption edge for single crystals of both T13r and TlCl
v:as also measured.

These curves were of the saice general
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shape as those obtained for- the exciton peak uemperature
shifts, but tended to have minima at lo^Yer teaperatures than
the curves displayed in Figures 15 and lo.

At temperatures

around 200°K these curves both h.v.d slopes of 3.7x10"^ &V/G%.
For reasons that will be mentioned later these curves are not
useful In Interpreting; the data and arc not displayed.
ïh.^ data displayed in Figure 1? v.'ore obtained as follo'./:;.
The upper noints, near absorption coefficients of 10^
were obtained from the spectrophotometer curves of the exciton
peaks of the four salts at the time their pressure shifts vrere
measured.

These data were then corrected for the larrre back

ground absorption caused by the pressure cell and cryostat.
The approicinate absorption coefficient could then be calcu
lated knowing the film thickness.

Any increase in the reflec

tivity xrith decreasing wavelengths :7culd shift the points
obtained for the absorption coefficient of the thin filns to
slightly lovrer values.

The peak positions vere corrected to

one atmosphere values « and plotted.

The lower points are fron

single crystals, whose thicknesses were approximately 2 ion.
It has been found that Urbach"s rule is obeyed for several
orders of magnitude in_the absorption edges of cany crystals
(1, p. 128).

Assuning that this is true here, the lo%er and

upper points could be connected by a straight line on a
logarithmic plot.

Clearly this is not the case for AgCl,

I'.'here the two points to the extreme upper left of the graph

rlcuie 17.
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are more than 0.1 eV froz a line extrapolated fron the single
crystal data.
The temperature depcndcnce of the exciton peaks in A.~3r
and A3CI thin filnis was not rxasurcd sinca the nature of tha
transitions which give rise to then is «ell known, unlike the
situation for the thallium halide excitons.
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DISCUSSION
Table 3 summarizes the findinss cf the present work.
Negative signs indicate a shift to lower energy with an in
crease in pressure or temperature^
Broim (lA'O demonstrated that the absorption edge in AcjBr
and AgCi is indirect.

Bassani et.

have pointed out that

the sharp absorption peak at about 5 eV in A3CI thin fil;"s is
most consistently associated with the direct exciton transi
tion from -che center of the Sr.:11ou in zone.
Referring to Figure 1?, it ic seen that for A.^Cl an
Urbach plot of the absorption coefficients for single crys
tals and thin films cannot be connected by a straight line.
The location of the sxciton peak is far to the left of the
line extrapolated from the single crystal data.

Although the

effect in AgEr is far less striking, it can be seen that here
too this simple plot indicates that the single crystal absorp
tion coefficient seems to be rising above the straight line
joining these points to the thin film absorption coefficients.
Since these lower points are known quite accurately, this
deviation is real, even though scall,

These are indications

that the excitons seen in the thin films are not related z o
"Che

absorption edges se^n in the single crystals.

A descrip

tion of such a system was made in the introduction using the
well known example of germanium*
The pressure shifts of the edge (Table 3» row 1) and of

Table

3^

of pressure and temperature dependence data and
exciton bindinr;; cnor:^) rn

calculated

Saiiple
î'iearurf:)ront

.

^?Br

/'• . ~ C 1

-1.9

-1.5

TlBr-

TlCl

Pressure shift of absorption edge,

in units of 10-^ eV/stT,i.
Pressure shift of

exc i ton poalc,

Tenperatn.re s h i f t of absorption cdo-e,
i n u n i t s o f lO-^!- c V / ° K

5«6

6.2

=7.8^

^
-8.7^-

peo.]:,
-•»

P r e s s u r e s h i f t o f t h e r^ap e n o i ' s y ,
i n u n i t s of 10- - oV/ati...^
Calculated binding energy of
usins' r.'annicr inodr;!, i n eV

^Slopo

determined near

--^
4.6^

ezciton
_

^Values t^lzcn fron' ?j sures 6 and

-.1&

-'IJ.h

-13.9

positive^
3065

positive^

positive"

positive^
1

G^k-

in units of 3.0'-^ eV/atni.

Temperature s h i f t o f exc i ton
i n u n i t s o f 10--^^ eV/'^K

-lo

0„0'!y

7,

3.67

1

vn
-15.6^

0.065Ç

^

_

0t07^%

Reference 1': .

rooa temperature.

^'Tbis quantity i s detornined by s^Jbtractinj; an estimate of the pressure
dependence of the ozciton binding ener/gy from the observed exciton peak pressure
shift.
e f er e n c c 1 8 ,
^Reference ]

,

^fieferenoe 20,

the exciton peaks (rovr 2) of the silver salts have opposite
signs, indicating that the quantities measured are no'c repre
senting the sane type of transitions (3).

Assuming the

exciton is a cannier exciton, chu oqii..,wion
B(p)

1 Rydbera
[Gs(p)]2

a

inay be used to calculate the pressure dependence of the
exciton binding energy.

The value of

is taken as 1/2,

although this value say be less than 1/2 for direct excitons
(Brc:-m 14).

The static dielectric constant,

used in the denominator.

has been

The assurjpticn that '.vannier excitons

are involved is nost valid for the case of indirect excitons,
but na;r also be applied to direct excitons.

In either case

it is at worst an under estizzzate of the exciton binding
energy.
using the values of

recently measured by Jones (19)

it vras. found that the pressure shift of the gap associated
>rith the exciton in AgCl, found by subtracting the pressure
dependence of the exciton binding energy, 3(p), frca the
measured exciton peak pressure shlfu., was reduced by 23 per
cent (row 6). This still preserved ohe original opposite
sign relationship between the pressure shifu of the absorp
tion edge and that of the exciton.

This is further proof

that the absorption edge and the edge associated with the
exciton are not the same.

No data for the pressure depend
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ence of the dielectric const&ns of A,g3r are available, baô it
is assumed that, since the dielectric constant for Ag3r is
similar to the value for A3CI, the outcome of subtracting
B(p) from the zeasurad exciton pressure shift vrould be similar
to the results obtained for A3CI.
The data in Figure 6 may be interpreted as follows. The
onset of the indirect absorption edge is at (3^ - 5 j: kG).
The enhancement of the edge due to the electron -hole coulonb
interaction oxtcvifi;: to

titi'ihr':- th.-m fiu-i onxrt oV tti:-

u u ; b y ::i;Vcr,'.1 Lliiu;;; I : , i;lu; u : : : 0 , 1 iij.iuUiK': ( j u c r:'.y\

Tiic

region of enhancement of the absorption rrill be pressure de
pendent.

From Jones' (19) work it is knov;n that the dielec

tric constant decreases vrith increasing pressure.
Wannier exciton, B(p) is proportional to G-2\

Assuming a

This o-eans that

T:he exciton binding energy increases with increasing r^ressure.
Pot

the prer;euro ran-jo .%ivcrt

ht; nboxt

'/,v.

'I'hc;

rtxl

ir,

l''i,;i:re 6, this lnoroa;>'; v;o.;là

incrcanf:

01'

tho cncr/ry ran; '.vhcrc

the absorption is enhanced is about 'K.'.
The A^Cl absorption ed.-jos displayed in Figure 7 do not
exhibit the same enhancenent that the A^Br curves exhibit.
The reason for this likely involves the complexity of the
AgCl edge compared to the AgBr edge.

2ro;-.n (14) has observed

four hus^s near the onset of "che absorption edge in AgCl,
generally only 0.02 to 0.03 2V apart fron each other.

Eassani

at al. (4) feel that these are due to various L-type and 2-
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type transitions.

Each of these transitions "'rould have o.

spectrum similar to ths.t seen in the AgBr edge, but a co::bination of the four spectra, displaced only a few hundredths
of an eV apart from one another could produce an edge irhich
looks like those in Figure 7»
The data for the thallium salts are also enlightening.
The larse negative pressure shifts of the absorption edces
are about equalled by the- large negative pressure shifts of
the

vjxciton

peaks.

It Ik reasonable to conclude from thl;;

inforiiiation ch.it the antiorption

nr:a;;\'r(:d in oho u l/ixlc

crystals is the low absorption coefficient tail of the ezciton
band seen in the thin films.
When corrections a r e applied for the pressure depend
ence of the exciton binding energy, using the wannisr model
again, the effect is to increase the observed exciton peak
pressure shifts so that they nearly coincide ••rith the corres
ponding values for the absorption edge shifts.

The assumption

that the VJannier e::citon sodel can be used here is even ^ore
justifiable than its use for the silver salts, since "ohe
dielectric constants for the thallium salts are huge.
That the pressure shifts for the pressure dependence of
the band gap corresponded liore closely to the shift of the
onset of the absorption edge for both thallium halides is
probably a coincidence»

It is likely that pressure affects

the halfv/idth of the exciton band slightly, so that a point
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many halfwidth distances below the peak, namely near the
onset of the absorption edge in single crystals, would be
likely to have a slightly different pressure shift than the
exciton peak.
The conclusion that the edge seen in single crystals is
simply the low absorption coefficient tail of the exciton
band seen in thin films is further borne out by the data in
Figure 1?, For both TlBr and TlCl the lower and upper sets
of points are joined well by a straight line, indicating that,
if Urbach's rule is obeyed, they arise from the same transi
tion.
The slope of the absorption edge shifts rapidly with
increasing temperature, but much of this shift is due to the
broadening of the edge as the energy bands become thermally
blurred.

The shift of the edges in TlBr and TlCl was taken

from the shift of points at an optical density of unity after
subtracting the background absorption.

This was done not only

to compensate somewhat for the above effect, but also because
the onset of absorption became increasingly difficult to
ascertain as the temperature rose.

A similar effect occurs

for the exciton peak temperature shift, but is smaller in
magnitude.
Zinngrebe (21) has carefully studied this effect in TlCl.
He found that at temperatures above 150°K, the onset of the
absorption edge shifts rapidly to longer wavelengths, while
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the exciton "band peak as measured in thin filais shifts to th's
red at a much slower rate.

Thus the exciton peak shift is

less of an overestinate of the intrinsic ed^e shift with teo.-

perature than the shift at or near the onset of the absorption
edge.

Because of this effect, little value vras attached to

the measurements of the temperature shifts of the absorption
edges in the single crystal samples.
The temperature shifts of the exciton peaks in TlCl and
T13r sho%^d unusual slope reversals (ssc Figures 15 and 16),
as did the curves obtained froia the single crystal temperature
dependences, but at higher temperatures.

The slope above this

minimus in each case was not linear, unlike the data obtained
for the single crystals.

3y subtracting the temperature de

pendence of the cxciton binding energy calculated from the
values cf e(T) obtained by Saraara (IS), the ninisa of the
curves tended to shift to even higher energies, since 3(T)
was a nionotonically decreasing function which raised the
value cf the lor: temperature negative slopes and lowered the
values of the high temperature positive slopes.

Thus the

curves for the te&perature dependence cf the energy gaps asso
ciated with the excitons in T13r and TlCl would appear to be
rotated counterclockwise with respect to those for the tem
perature dependence of the exciton peaks alone and also
shifted to higher energies by the amounts of %he exciton
binding energies, which appear in Table 3, row 6.
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This procedure did not yield a straight line fit for the
high temperature slope, ho'-rever.

Plots of the data "bsfore

subtracting the temperature-dependent exciton binding energy,
using various ordinates and abscissas, vrere likevxise unsuc
cessful in giving a straight line slope at high temperatures.
The values of ^IxlC"^ eV/°K quoted for the exciton peak zezperature shift for each thallium salt are felt i;o represent
the upper limit of the excitcn shift, and were determined at
the highest temperature laterv^ls r^asurcd to obtain "J.he high
est slope values.

If the cxclton and the absorption edge

represent transitions involving the sase direct edge, as is
suggested by the data, this value also represents the upper
Unit of the intrinsic absorption edge shift as measured at
high temperatures.

Zinngrcbe (21) has suggested that the much

creator t.-^np.ii'atnrr nhift of th>">

In ihi<; to hlviirr tcuipcr-

aburc transi tiorvi; occurrln,/ near Lhc foot of the ab:;orntion
edge.
The temperature dependence and pressure shifts of the
absorption edges and e::ci ton peaks can be used to determine
the quantity (oE/oT)y using
/aE',
f23\
IS?;, =

•

Here K is the Isothernal cornpressibllity and %' the volume
isobarlc thermal expansion coefficient.

Thus the temperature

shift can be broken into a portion due to thermal expansion

6o

alone, -3&/K(oE/oP)^, and a portion due to lattice vibration
effects, OE/ôT)y.

Since the absorption ed^e and excitons are

optical manifestations of the crystal as a v.-hole.j the bulk
values of <% and K should be appropriate.

The tenperat-ire

shifts are taken at or near room temperature, and the value
of (3E/3p)^ at 80°K is assumed to be the same or only slightly
smaller than its value at roora temperature.

Table

sur.;r.ar-

izes the results of substitution into this equation.

Notice

that in every case (3Z/6T)y ic negative, as expected (2^:).
Piû'ure 13 displays the tv.-o available calculations for the
band structure of Ag3r.

These band structures are the results

of two calculations, each utilizing a different method and
potential function.
method.

Bassani et al. (4) used a tight-binding

The valence band structure -vas calculated, while the

conduction band shape vas estir,ated to best fit the existing
data,

ocop ( 5) carried out av;

l;ecl plnno wave calcula

tion to obtain both the valence and conduction bands.

Ho

adjusted the hand structure to fit the experimental valiu-s of
the direct gaps at the center of the 3rillcuin zones in each
crystal.

Only the uppermost valence band and the lovrest con

duction band fros: these calculations are sho'm here.

The

energy bands for other crystal syaaetry directions vrere also
Given by Scop, but only the directions of highest syanetry,

hence of hi^hnst density of states, have been shoivn.

The

li_(iiO) dlroctionj levels have been inaic.:itud by the linos

Calculation of (ôE/ôT)y for the four halldes studied, using the
equation

Table

ÔS\

_

fôE\

3» /ÔEN

ôT/p - Ut/V " K lap/?
Crystal

3VK
atm/°K

(âE/aP)T
xlC^eV/attn

3*/K(aE/ap)T
x l O - 4 eV/OlC

(aE/aT)p
xlO-4 eV/OK

(aE/aT)v
xlQ-^ eV/OK

AgBr^

44.5b

-1.5°

-0.67

-7.8°

-8.5

AgCl*

39.2

-1.9°

-0.74

-8.7*

-9.5

TlBr&

34.0®

-15.8^

-5.37

1^

-4,4 to -5.4

T1C1&

37.0®

-16.yf

-6.18

if

-5.2 to -6.2

Indirect absorption edge.
^Calculated from values of C^it
^Reference l4.
*^Direct absorption edge.
^Reference 11,
^Data from Table 3.

and Czj.z(, from Reference 23.
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s—

2.80 eV
4.2S eV

1

cc
(h.h.o)

-2

L

-4

I

L

•(h,h,h)

(o,o,o)

(o.ovh)'

L

r

A

WAVELENGTH

X

ALONG SYivl ŒTÂY DIRECTIONS

Ef.nd structure calculations for AgSr,
.fJï £ii»
(solid iir.es) and Scop (5) (dashed
lines)
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to the right of the main band structure diagram.

The t-./o

conduction band miniroa were superimposed graphically zo have
a coamon minimum, while the valence bands vrere adjusted as
follows.

The indirect edge (1^,- to / ^) was adjusted to fit

the experimental value (2.80 eV) for Eassanl's bands, whereas
the direct edge transition (Pt^ to

) was made to fit the

experimental value (4.29 eV, as given by Scop) for Scop's
bands.

This was in keeping with the original adjusting
oT ti'xrxinnl ari'i C-cop.

,\

roupondlng to Ibcuani's band juructurc, while the dashed
lines are those of Scop's calculations.
Table 5 contains the energies for direct transitions froia
the various valence band naxlina to the conduction band.

These

figures are only approximate, and are siven in the notation
used by Bassani.
Table 5.

Snersies of the direct transitions frca the valence
band roaxima in A~3r

Transition
ri5 to p 1

A^toA^
to ^2
to

Bassani, et ai. (4)
4.5 eV

Scop (5)
4.29 eV

4.'7^ e V
6.15 eV

6 .0 eV
6.0 eV
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Figure 19 displays the corresponding band structura for
AgCl.

The same description as for Figure 18 applies, except

that the indirect transition, thought to correspond to the
indirect absorption edge (L^ to p

has an energy of 3.22 eV

(4), while the direct transition at the Brillouin zona center
has the value 5.13 eV (5).

Table 6 is a sunroary of the direct

transition energies from the various valence band roaxiica in
Figure 19.
Tabic 6,

EnsrgiGs of the direct transitions frou the valenco
band riaxiiiia in Af;Cl

Transition

Bassani et al. (4)

. r!
to T'l
115

to Ai
-»
to ^2
-"3
-4 to -1

Scop (5)

5.'I-5 cM

5.11 oV

4.40 eV

5.70 eV

6.30 eV

7.10 eV

"

0 .(>')

Sketches of the absorption edges of thin filras of AgBr
and A3CI appear in Figure 20.

The energies of the transitions

from Tables 5 and 6 are shovn.i as solid arrovrs (Bassani) and
dashed arrows (Scop).

Looking at Figure 20a, ue sea that the

two values of i ']_5

cuiï;e near the hi^h energy valley asso

ciated vrith the first e::citon peak seen.

If this exciton is

due to a direct transition, it should appear at 3^ - 3. Thus
the distance fron the valley to the peak represents the exciton
binding energy,

while the energy of the gap related to the
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3.22 eV

WAVELENGTH

ALONG SY[,

Band structure
•^1. (4) (solid lines)
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V/AYELKNGTH

F i g u r e 20.

28
IN (/ICROiJS

Location of calculated transitions on roctions cf the AcBr and
ArrCl t-hivi ilIn cbsorjition edges

6?
exciton is Eg, The transition A5 points to a hump in the
structure of the thin film which is resolved in the thicker
film.

Because of the location of the A5 transition on the

energy band structure, it should appear as a weak peak at
best, since the density of states is low.

Probably this hump

is due to spin orbit splitting of the direct P transition,
which was not included in either band structure calculation.
The small arrows to the left of the exciton peaks in Pig^are
20 represent the position of the direct edge energy gaps cal
culated by subtracting the exciton binding energies from the
measured exciton peak positions, assuming Wannier excitons
are involved with effective masses of 0.5-

These energies are

tabulated in Table 3» row 6. That the arrows indicating the
transitions in Figure 20 do not all coincide nor all point to
logical positions for an energy gap location is an indication
of the uncertainty in the band structure calculations.
It is not clear what dielectric constants should be used
to calculate the direct exciton binding energy.

Values of

the optical dielectric constant (14), the static dielectric
constant^, and some intermediate value between these (24) have
been suggested.

The values used here are for the static di

electric constants, which give at worst an underestimate of
the exciton binding energy,
^Lynch, D. W,, Ames, Iowa. Data from P, C. Broim,
Urbana, Illinois, University of Illinois, Physics Department,
Private communication, I967,
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The spectrum in Figure 20b represents the absorption
edge of a thin film of AgCl near the exciton peak.
energies calculated for the P 15 to P"

The two

transition straddle

the experimental location, for the direct gap energy.

Again

the binding energy was estimated using a Wannier model exci
ton.

Both here and for the two exciton peaks in the AgBr

film, this value falls short of the experimental value which
may be estimated from the energy which separates the exciton
peak from the high energy valley nearby.

The extent of this

discrepancy is an indication of the degree to which the
excitons involved are different from ideal Wannier excitons.
Sketches of the portions of the absorption edges near
the exciton peaks in TlBr and TlCl are given in Figures 21a
and 21b, respectively.

Assuming that the excitons are direct

Wannier excitons, the energy gaps have been calculated (Table
3, row 6). These appear as arrows pointing to the short wave
length valleys associated with the exciton peaks.

The agree

ment of the calculated energy gaps and the measured gaps is
excellent, indicating that the Wannier model described these
excitons well.

This is in agreement with the assumptions made

in the Wannier model, since the dielectric constants of TlBr
and TlCl are very high.
The results of Slykhouse and Drickamer (25) and Zahner
and Drickamer (26) may be interpreted in the light of the data
taken in this work.

Slykhouse and Drickamer measured the

TIBr

Figure 21,

i.oc;'i.ion of c-lculatcd
TlCl thin filîn abfjcrutj
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pressure shift of the absorption ed^s in the silver halides
to very high pressures.

In the pressure ranse used in -.lis

woi-k, their values for the edge shifts were -3%10~? eV/&tz
and -bxlO~7 eV/atn for AcBr and AcCl respsctively.

These

values are both only a fraction of the values of the shifts
observed in this work at the onset of the absorption ed'je, but
this can be readily explained since their msasurements v:ers
not made at the onset of the ed^a.
onset of the absorption adjs

Tiie farther a^ay frcni the

Koanr.rczenuS are r;„vlci, the

more effect the pressure shift of the airect ed^e, which is of
opposite sign, will have on the net pressure shift of the ed.se.
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SUMMRY AND CONCLUSIONS
The silver halide absorption edges have been extensively
studied, and it has been generally accepted that for both AgBr
and AgCl, the edge seen in the single crystals is indirect,
with direct excitonic transitions apparent in thin film spec
tra superimposed upon this indirect edge.

The band structure

calculations have not been able to determine which of the
several valence band maxima are responsible for these indirect
transitions.
to n

Bassani et sA. (4) suggested that either the

or the

to P 2.S transition could account for these

spectra, while Scop (5) indicated that the transition is the

to P2.$'

From the results of this work, it can be con

cluded that whichever valence band maximum is involved, it is
likely the same for both AgBr and AgCl.

This conclusion is

reached when the implications arising from the nearly identi
cal pressure shifts of the indirect absorption edges in the
two halides are considered.

The complicated band structure

for these halides arises from the overlapping of the many
silver p and halogen d states.

Since the symmetry properties

at 2 and L are quite different, one would expect much differ
ent pressure dependences of transitions originating from these
points to result (3). Since this is not so, the transitions
are thought to arise from the same symmetry locations in both
AgBr and AgCl.
Using ultrasonic excitation of uniaxial strain, Ascarelli
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(2?) has found that the valence band maximum in the (111)
direction (L-symmetry) is responsible for the indirect trans
ition in AgBr.

Thus from the above argument, it may be

asserted that the L to P transition is responsible for the
indirect absorption edge in both AgBr and AgCl,
Knox (28) has pointed out that the 5 eV excitonic transi
tion in AgCl is anomalous, since a spin-orbit splitting of at
least 0.1 eV is expected, while a splitting of only 0.05 eV is
observed.

For AgBr, the spin-orbit splitting is observed to

be about 0.6 eV, which is close to the expected value. This
o
,
0
appears as the two peaks at 2900 A and 2o00 A in Figure 20a,
which have understandably nearly the same pressure shifts as
measured in this work.
The results for the thallium halides are quite consistent.
They all imply a direct edge which is the low absorption co
efficient tail of the direct exciton band seen in the thin
films.

These results are consistent with the findings of

îîakita et a2. (29) who have determined from magnetoresistance
measurements that the valence band in TlCl is spherical and
located at zero wave vector. Tamura and Masumi (30) and Hodby
et

(24) have measured the cyclotron resonance of TlCl

single crystals and found that these measurements indicate a
simple conduction band with its minimum at zero wave vector.
Further indication that the exciton peak and the absorption
edge seen in single crystals are manifestations of the same,

?3
direct transition in the thaliiura h.:.iid.es is the similarity
their temperature clependsnoaG.
Fro% Table
t h a l l i u m

even

in

h a l i d c G

thou.'ih

these

tho

halides

4

we see

is

that

n e g a t i v e

tompcraturo

is

the

n n d

valus

c h o r o f o r o

dependence

anomalous.

of

of

(oE/6T)y

n o b

the

for

uho

n n o r a l o u ,

abr:crpT:ion ed/;
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